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The Persistence of the Recitation

JAMESHOETKER
CentralMidwesternRegionalEducationalLaboratory,Inc.

and
WILLIAM P. AHLBRAND, JR.
WashingtonUniversity

The classroom observational studies reviewed here are those concerned primarily with describing instructional practices, as opposed to describing the psychological concomitants of different
practices. Several of the studies reviewed-favorably comparable
to more recent research-apparently had been allowed to fade
from the collective memory of the profession before the recent
flurry of interest in observational research in the classroom, and
we take pleasure in helping to resurrectthem.
In 1966, the authors assisted Professor Bryce Hudgins in the
collection of data, including tape recordings of lessons, in the
classes of nine junior high school English teachers (Hudgins and
Ahlbrand, 1967; Hoetker, 1967). Because of a special interest of
one of the authors in the work of Arno Bellack and his associates
on the "rules of the classroom language game" (Bellack, et. al.,
1966), forty-five hours of typescripts made from the tape recordings were coded according to selected parts of the category system
devised by Bellack (Hoetker, 1967).
The teachers in our sample, as may be seen from the comparisons summarized in Table 1, behaved very precisely according to
Bellack's "rules," and we raised three questions about this finding. First, why did the teachers behave as they did? Second, what
were the effects of this sort of teaching upon the pupils? And,
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The Persistenceof the Recitation
third, how typical of classrooms in general was the behavior we
had observed?
This review deals only with literature pertinent to the third
question. In surveying the results of observational studies that
have dealt with teacher verbal behavior, we found that the evidence suggests the classes we observed were very typical.
The paper is organized in the following manner: Bellack's
conclusions, in the form of rules of classroom language behavior
for teachers and pupils, are presented. Then a chronological review of formal and informal classroom observational studies from
the turn of the century to about 1950 is presented.
BELLACK'SRULESOF THE CLASSROOM LANGUAGE GAME
Three recent reports by Arno Bellack and his associates (Bellack
and Davitz, 1963; Bellack, 1965; Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman, and
Smith, 1966) presented an elaborate description of the verbal behavior of teachers and pupils during four class periods in each of
fifteen New York City area eleventh-grade social studies classrooms. They summarized the results of their analyses in a
set of descriptive "rules of the language game of teaching." Among
the observations so summarized were the following:
i. The teacher-pupilratio of activity in terms of lines of typescriptis
approximately3 to I; in terms of [pedagogical]moves this ratio is
about 3 to 2. Therefore... teachersare considerablymore active in
amountof verbalactivity.
2.

The pedagogical roles of the classroom are clearly delineated for
teachers and pupils. Teachers are responsible for structuring the
lesson, soliciting responses.The pupil's primarytask is to respond
to teacher'ssolicitations....

3. In most cases structuringaccounts for about ten percent of the
lines spoken; soliciting, responding,and reacting each account for
between twenty and thirty percent of the lines.... Teachersvary
somewhat from this pattern, but the distributionof variations is
fairly restrictedwith most teachers clustering within a few percentage points of each other for any given category of analysis.
Moreover,teacherstendto be remarkablystableover class sessions....
4. The basic verbal interchangein the classroom is the solicitationresponse.... Classes ... differ in the rate at which verbal inter147
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changes take place. The averagerate is slightly less than two cycles
per minute .... 1
5. By far the largest proportionof the discourse involved empirical
[i.e., factual] meanings.... Most of the ... unit was devoted to
stating facts and explaining principles . . ., while considerably less

of the discourse was concerned either with defining terms or
with expressingand justifying opinions.... (Bellack,et. al., 1966;
pp. 84-6).
What Bellack observed, then, was that his teachers, despite differences in the sizes, ability levels, and backgrounds of their
classes, acted very much like one another. They talked between
two-thirds and three-quarters of the time. Their major. activity
was asking and reacting to questions that called for factual answers from students. Bellack seems to have been somewhat surprised at what he found. Since the purpose of his study was descriptive and taxonomical, Bellack refrained from value judgments, but he did make some suggestions about the relevance of
his findings to teacher education and future research.
The core of the teaching sequencefound in the classroomsstudiedis a
teacher's question, a pupil's response, and, more often than not, a
teacher'sreactionto that response.
This hardly seems like an earth-shakingfinding; but perhapsits very
obviousness has obscured its central role in the pedagogical process.
For if this is indeedthe core of what actuallyhappensin the classroom,
it would seem reasonableto focus both teacher training and research
specificallyon this sequenceof teacher-pupilinteraction.In fact, the significanceof this sequencewas probablyrecognized40 to 50 years ago
in teachertraining, when a substantialpart of the technical education
of teachers was concernedwith the skill of asking questions.... For
some reason, however, in more recentlydevelopedprogramsof teacher
training, the importanceof the question-answersequence... has somehow becomeobscuredin comparisonto other aspectsof the pedagogical
process. The purpose of this researchis not to prescribethis or any
other sequence as the most effective pattern of teaching. But the data
seem to indicatethat this sequenceis indeedthe core of pedagogicaldiscourse,at least so far as this sampleof classes permitsgeneralization....
i. A teaching cycle is a series of moves, commencingwith a structuringor

soliciting move and continuing until another cycle is initiated by another
structuring or soliciting move.
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If this sequencedoes indeed define a general patternof classroomdiscourse, it would be of paramountimportanceto investigate this sequenceof moves in greaterdetail, to evaluate its pedagogicaleffectiveness, and to devise methods of increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of both teacher's solicitations and reactions (Bellack, 1963;
pp. 158-60).

EARLY INFORMAL OBSERVATIONS
Bellack's terminology is new, but the classroom game that it describes appears to have been played according to just about the
same set of rules since around the turn of the century: the game,
we would suggest, is the one commonly called "recitation."
However, to clarify our usage of the term a bit, what Joseph
Mayer Rice called "the recitation" in 1893 was something quite
different than the game Bellack described.
During several daily recitationperiods, each of which is from twenty
to twenty-five minutes in duration,the children are obliged to stand
on the line, perfectlymotionless,their bodies erect, their knees and feet
together, the tips of their shoes touching the edge of a board in the
floor. The slightest movement on the part of a child attracts the attention of the teacher. The recitation is repeatedly interruptedwith
cries of "Stand straight," "Don't bend the knees," . . . and so on. I
heard one teacherask a little boy, "How can you learn anything with
your knees and toes out of order?"(Rice,1893; p. 98).
One gets the impression that the game described by Bellack's
rules is the one Rice called the "oral examination," and which he
condemned as "mechanical" and "mere memowriter work."
Rice's impression of the oral examination was that it was a reasonably pleasant but uninteresting interaction-teacher and textbook dominated, fact-centered, and rapidly paced. "In several instances," Rice reported, "when a pupil stopped for a moment's
reflection, the teacher remarked abruptly, 'Don't stop to think,
but tell me what you know.' " (1893; p. 175).
Although Rice's report contains no real data, one could feel
fairly safe stating that the oral examination in the 189o's differed from the game that Bellack's rules describe only in that
in Rice's day pupils often were called upon for fairly lengthy
memorized responses.
149
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Sara Burstall, an Englishwoman,visited American schools in
1908 and was struck by the ubiquity of the "time-honoured"
question-answerrecitationin Americanclassrooms.2But the recitation as she describedit, unlike both Rice and all later observers, was not necessarily teacher-dominatedand was sometimes
distinguishedby a large amountof pupil-pupilinteraction.It was
the recitation method, in Burstall's opinion, that distinguished
Americanfrom Englishand Continentalschools. In the European
schools the teacherwas at the center of the learning process;he
lectured,questioned the pupils, and "buil[t] up new knowledge
in class." In the Americanclassroom,on the other hand, "clearly
... the master is the textbook." The teacher does not really teach

but "acts ratheras chairmanof a meeting, the object of which is
to ascertainwhether [the students] have studied for themselves
in a textbook" (Burstall, 1909; pp. 156, 158).

Burstallthought the recitationmight have some virtues-it was
democratic,and putting the pupil on his own promoted independence-and she would not flatly condemnthe method. However, she noted that most Europeanswould probably find the
method a "waste of time," "very dull and slow," and too easy
on the teacher. Further,she was unconvincedthat an average
pupil coulddo for himselfwhat the Europeanteacherwas expected
to do for his pupils: structurethe facts and ideas from books and
clarify and balanceopinions expressedby pupils (Burstall,1909;
pp. 157-61, passim).

STEVENS'STUDY OF TEACHERQUESTIONING
The first majorsystematicstudy of classroombehaviorwas begun
shortly after Burstall'svisit. In 1912 RomiettStevens publisheda
reporton four years spent observingin classroomsand analyzing
stenographicrecords3of the verbal behaviorin secondaryschool
2. See Thayer (1928) for an excellent brief history of the recitation method
in Americanschools. As Thayermakes clear,the recitation,at its inception,was
a progressivereform,making it possible for a teacherto deal with much larger
groups of students than he could by the older method which called for each
student to recite the entire lesson at the teacher'sdesk. The recitation,looked
at in one way, is a sampling procedure,by means of which the teacher estimates the learning of each student from the student's responses to approximately i/N total questions, where N is the numberof pupils.
3. Stevens had publisheda numberof her stenographicrecordsin 910o,and,
in the following years, other verbatimrecordsof classroomdiscoursecontinued
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classrooms. Stevens reported she had found the following things
to be true of the classrooms she observed, and these findings
should be compared to Bellack's cited above: On the average,
teachers talked 64 percent of the time; there was little difference
between teachers in this regard, no matter what the subject or
grade level; about 80 percent of the classroom talk was devoted to
asking, answering, or reacting to questions; rarely did a teacher's
question call for anything besides rote memory or superficial comprehension; the rate of teacher question-asking ranged from one
to four questions per minute, with the average being about two
per minute. (Compare this last figure with Bellack's two cycle per
minute average.)
Stevens made detailed criticisms of the practices she had observed. "The fact," she wrote,
that one teacherhas the ability to quiz his pupils at the rate of two or
three questions in a minute, is a matter of comparativelyslight importance; the fact that one hundred different classrooms reveal the
same methods in vogue is quite anothermatter.The fact that one history teacher attempts to realize his educational aims through the
process of "hearing"the textbook, day after day, is unfortunatebut
pardonable;that history, science, mathematics,foreign language, and
English teachers, collectively are following in the same groove, is a
matter for theorists and practitionersto reckon with" (Stevens, 1912;
p. 16).

Stevenswenton to considerthe educational
of the
implications
factthatshehadfound"two,three,andfourquestionsperminute
the speed of one teacherafter another,in one subjectafter
another" (Stevens, 1912; p. 16).

FIRST:The large numberof questionssuggests the maintenancein the
classroom, for considerableportions of the time, of a highly strung
nervous tension where there should be natural and normal conditions.
This high-pressureatmosphereis always a creationor reflectionof the
manner of the teacher, with whom it is sometimes wholly temperato be published. For example: Peterson, et al (1928), Crout (1931), Halter (193y),
Payson and Haley (1929), Knudsen (1932), Brooks (1932), Nyberg (1932, 1933a,

1933b, 1933c). These documentsshould be of interest to anyone curious about
actual changes in teaching methods, although most seem to be edited and
thereforehard to evaluate. See also Cocking (1930) and Woodring (1936) and
Good,Barr,and Scates (1936; p. 397).

15:1
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mental and sometimes only assumed in the classroom for the purpose
of grippingthe attentionof pupils.
SECOND:The large number of questions suggests that the teacher is
doing most of the work ... instead of directing the pupils in the
doing....
THIRD:The large numberof questions suggests that whenever teachers, either individually or collectively, preserve such a pace for any
length of time, the largest educationalassets that can be reckonedare
verbal memory and superficialjudgment....
FOURTH:The large number of questions suggests that there is little
thought given to the needs of the individuals.The teachersets the pace
in his questioning; the pupils follow as a body or drop by the wayside.... A glance through the stenographicreports shows that few
questions are asked by the pupils, and when they are asked, they are
passedover apologeticallyor deferredto a moreconvenientseason.
Bellack and Davitz also noticed this last circumstance: "In general, the pupil will keep his solicitations to a minimum .... He
does not solicit in regard to substantive matters." (Bellack and
Davitz, 1963; p. 152). In the sample of classroom behavior that
we studied, teachers made almost 1.5 factual errors for every ten
times they attempted to answer pupil questions about the subject
matter, a statistic which may do much to explain the scarcity of
pupil questions. See Hoetker (1967; pp. 79-119).

Stevens continued:
SIXTH:The large number of questions suggests that we are coming,
more and more, to make the classroomthe place for displaying knowledge instead of a laboratoryfor getting and using it. At the close of
the class hour, the teacherassigns a lesson for the next day; the pupils
take the book home for the purposeof learning the lesson; the following day the teacher gives the pupils the opportunityto display how
much or how little they learned. In some cases this represents the
process of class activity from the beginning of the year to the end.
Hearingthe lesson ... is the functionof education....
Stevens gave no evidence for her contention that "we are coming, more and more, to make the classroom the place for displaying knowledge." Nineteenth-century strictures against depending
upon rapid-fire questioning suggest that the practice was common-and denounced-long before Stevens began her work. For
152
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instance, in i86o: "Young teachers are very apt to confound rapid
questioning and answers with sure and effective teaching" (Morrison, i86o; p. 303).
SEVENTH:The large numberof questionssuggests that in actual practice there is very little effort put forth to teach our boys and girls to
be self-reliant, independentmental workers. The discrepancybetween
our theory and practiceis nowheremore patent .... There is no use in
claiming to teach boys and girls how to study, and how to command
their intellectualforces by the currentpracticeof keeping them at the
point of the bayonet in rehearsalof textbook facts at the rate of two
or four per minute (Stevens,1912; pp. 17-26, passim).
What Stevens showed was that the question-answer recitation,
played by the rules Bellack was later to describe, was the dominant, if not the universal, method of teaching in the schools she
observed more than fifty years ago. And she set down a number
of definitely stated and researchable propositions about the effects of this teaching method on the student. One would have
expected that, since there is nothing in the educational process
nearly so important as the teacher's behavior, there would have
been a rush to confirm Stevens' observations and to test her conclusions. But nothing of the sort happened. What happened, rather,
was that Stevens' conclusions were simply accepted, and her study
was incorporated into the educational literature-for a while.
THE INFLUENCEOF STEVENS' WORK
Although it stimulated no experimental studies, Stevens' work
did inspire a number of the partial replications of her observations. The teachers Stevens had observed seem to have been used
as horrible examples for several generations of teachers-in-training. The methods and supervision textbooks of the next two decades
often reported new observations of classrooms that tended to confirm that what Stevens had observed was very close to the typical
situation, and the authors of these texts agreed that the teacher
behavior Stevens had observed was undesirable and should be
changed.
Colvin (1919), for instance, generalizing from his observations
of beginning teachers, stated that "more than anything else, the
character of the questions asked determines the nature and value
"153
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of teaching"

(1919;

p. 266). But then he reported that out of

500 teacher questions taken at random from those he had recorded, only "about five percent ... could be considered in any
way genuine thought questions" (Colvin, 1919; p. 269).
W. S. Miller, writing in 1922, quoted Stevens' observational
evidence and made the following criticism of the question-answer
recitation as it was to be found in the schools:
The writer is convincedthat in classes as organizedat present thought
questions are put at a rate too rapid for a large majority of the class.
The rate in most classes is more nearly adaptedto the best ten pupils
in one hundred.Most teachers,especiallybeginners,show considerable
uneasiness... if answersto thoughtquestionsthat involve the grasping
of relations much more complex than those in the analogies tests are
not forthcomingwithin ten seconds. If an answer is not given almost
immediately,the teacherinterruptsby meaninglessremarks,by a needless repetition of the question, by passing the question on to some
other pupil, or by answering the question herself. She cannot endure
the silence that must prevailwhile the pupil is thinking and organizing
his material and commonly feels she must break the silence by making a remarkof some kind, howeveruseless and distractingit may be.
During the past year the authorhas had occasion to observe the work
of over one hundredpractice teachers. There was no one fault more
commonthan the one underdiscussion.It is due to the failureto recognize that time is requiredto perceivethought relationsand that a large
proportionof the time in the recitationmust be allowed for the exercise
of this important function.4 Fourteenseconds seems a long time to
wait for a student to see relations as simple as those in the analogies
test, in which the relationwhen perceivedis expressedby a single word
and in presenceof one person. Many of the thought questions put by
teachersare much more complexthan that and necessitateforming the
answer in good connected English and giving it before thirty of his
classmates.
If the readeris a teacher,he can observethis fault by putting a thought
question to some memberof his class and then measuringwith a stop
4. The questioningratesof two to fourper minutemay underestimate
the
actualrateof questioning.
Teachersin the authors'studyaskedquestionsat a
meanrateas high as elevenquestionsper minutewhenthe rate was figured
as questionsper minuteof substantiveinteraction,ratherthan questions
per
minute of

class time. Seldom were students given as long as fourteen seconds
between questions.

154
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watchthe intervalthat elapsesbetweenthe questionand the expected

doesnot showconsiderable
answer.It is rare,indeed,thattheteacher
haveelapsed
uneasiness
beforetenseconds
(Miller,
1922;p. 207).
Millerconcluded,
it is clearwhy thereare
In the light of the foregoingdiscussion,
thatrecitations
in
arefrequent
reasonsfor alarmwhenit is reported
areasked(Miller,
ormorequestions
whichtwohundred
1922;p. 208).
MonroeandCarter(1923) carriedout a questionnaire
studyof
behaviorsof 199 Illinoissecondaryteachers.
the question-asking
"the
that
reasoned
typesof questionsusedbothfor stimulatThey
mental
activitiesof the learnerandfor meaand
the
directing
ing
suringthe resultsof teachingreflectin a subtleway the educationalobjectivesof the teacher"(MonroeandCarter,1923; p. 7)theirstudyby assumingthatStevens'work
Andtheycommenced
"hadbeenveryinfluentialin causingteachersto give moreattention to typesof questionsaskedof theirstudents"(Monroeand
Carter,1923; p. 5). This assumptionprovedunfounded,and an
analysisof theirdataforcedthe authorsto concludethat "many
teachersare failingto give attentionto the procedure
whichstudentsuse in askingquestions"(MonroeandCarter,1923; p. 19),
and that "teachersare not sufficientlyconsciousof the types of
to ask [or] of the signifiquestionswhichthey are accustomed
canceof thesetypes"(MonroeandCarter,1923; p. 26).
In an unpublishedstudy Pepoon(1926) observedclassroom
questioningpracticeswith the expresspurposeof seeingwhether
conditionshadchangedsinceStevenshadmadeherstudy.In her
Pepoonwas able to tracethe concernwith teacher
bibliography,
back
to 1847, but she remarkedthat distressingly
questioning
littleattentionhadeverbeenpaidto questioning
behavior,despite
a slightincreasein interestin the subjectsince1912.
it is difficultto interpretPepoon'sfindings,as
Unfortunately,
she did not breakdownquestioningratesby classes,but lumped
classes,physicaleducation,andmantogetherdatafromacademic
ual training.Butevenwith theinclusionof classesin whichlittle
questioningwouldoccur,she foundthat regularteachersasked
an averageof one questionevery 1.22 minutes,while student
askeda questionevery1.02minutes.
teachers
"155
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LATER FORMAL AND INFORMAL STUDIES
One section of a study by Barr (1929) concerned itself with recitation behavior. Barr reported a non-significant tendency for his
supposedly "good" teachers to talk less, ask fewer questions, and
get better quality responses than his "poor" teachers.
The three most conspicuous findings in the data were (a) the great
amount of talking done by both good and poor teachers,(b) the short
responses made by pupils (about twelve seconds ... on the average),
and (c) the large number of questions asked by both good and poor
teachers. In those respects the study confirms an earlier study by
Romiett Stevens. The average numberof questions asked for a recitation period of forty minutes, for good and poor teacherswere 92.7 and
101.7, respectively. Miss Stevens found that teachers asked, on the
average, 81.2 questions per recitationperiod.... From these facts it is
apparent that the situation has not materially changed during the
fifteen year period which has elapsed between the two studies (Barr,
1929; pp. 83-85, passim).
Barr reported that a further examination of stenographic records
of the classes of "thirty-nine good and thirty-eight poor teachers"
revealed no significant difference in the number of thought questions asked. "Probably the most interesting fact brought out by
these data is the large number of fact questions asked by good
and poor teachers alike" (Barr, 1929; p. 86).
Colvin (1931) reported on a number of his observations in
secondary classrooms. He found one English teacher who asked
376 factual questions in 18o minutes of class time spent on Julius
Caesar (Colvin, 1931; p. 311). Another asked two hundred factual
questions in five periods spent on Scott's Lady of the Lake (Colvin, 1931; p. 311). In twenty randomly selected classrooms, one
quarter of all questions called for "yes" or "no" answers.
In the course of a lesson observedby the writer on the developmentof
a spirit of national unity in Greecethe main theme was lost sight of
through overemphasis on small details. Ninety-five questions were
asked in the class period and ninety-two concernedfacts touched on in
the text. Of these, twenty-five relatedto the names of poets, the dates
of their birth and death, the places where they lived and fragmentary
and uncertaindetails on their lives. Thirty-two questions of a similar
nature were asked concerning the early Greek philosophers. Twenty
156
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questionswere devoted to the Eleusinianmysteries and touched stories
from mythology, and the nature of the Eleusinian rites and ceremonies. The remaining questions concerneddetails of the Olympian
games. In all of these questions only one related definitely to the
service of the poets, the philosophers,the religious festivals, and the
athletic contests in giving the Greekpeople a common national spirit.
The facts were treated as mere facts all of the same importance
(Colvin,1931; p. 313).
Earlier in the book Colvin had made clear what he considered
to be the legitimate uses of rapid-fire questioning. Using the example of oral translation in a Latin class, Colvin argued that the
question-answer method is effective for drilling and testing because it compels student attention to a process without intrinsic
interest and reduces the time that has to be spent on the least
profitable sort of classroom work (Colvin, 1931; pp. 66-7). And
unlike Stevens and Barr, Colvin reported (although without describing the behavior) that he had observed teachers in whose
classes thought questions predominated and who were "evidently
attempting to do more in their courses than to drill their pupils
on bare facts" (Colvin, 1931; p. 311).
A 1931 paper by DeLong and Smith inadvertently suggests that
the particular pattern of teacher domination observed in the classroom recitation might be in part a function of the peculiar nature
of the classroom communications system. DeLong and Smith reported their analysis of a discussion group led by Dr. Kilpatrick
at the 1930 White House Conference. Although they presented
the discussion as a "new method" which they recommended to
teachers for imitation, their data reveals that the leader asked
more than twice as many questions as the students and made
about 57 percent of all the statements, that two participants (out
of twenty) made almost one-third of the contributions, and that
nine of the twenty spoke only once. The "teacher," that is, still
dominated the group, only in this method he shared his prerogatives with the two most aggressive "pupils."
It may be noted here in passing that, in the literature we have
surveyed, there is little evidence that the rapid-question syndrome
is, or has been, as important a part of the classroom procedure in
the grades as it apparently has been in secondary schools. Most of
the published evidence deals with secondary classrooms and it is
"157
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probablysafe to generalizeonly aboutthem.Butsee Dodl (1965;
P.14):
Littleevidenceis availablebeyondthe intuitivejudgmentof thosewho

workwithelementary
butthe probability
schoolchildren,
to
appears
be highthatthe samesituation[i.e.,the prevalence
of the questionto
answerrecitation]
existsin theelementary
as is reported
classroom
existin thehighschoolclassroom.
Bagley(1931), wishingto see if he coulddetecta movement
awayfromthe recitationover textbookmaterials,suchas should
havebeenexpectedin responseto changesin educational
philostwo
sets
of
data:
a
number
of
school
analyzed
ophy,
large
surveys
and a collectionof "observers'
morethanfive
reportsconcerning
hundredclassroomexercises,presumably
a randomsampling...
representing
thirtystatesandall sectionsof the country"(Bagley,
1931; p. 7). The surveysand the reportspresentedcontradictory
accountsof what was going on in the classrooms.Eachof the
schoolsurveyscondemnedan overemphasis
on recitationsover
textbookfacts."Onewho studiessuchreports,"Bagleyconcluded,
"canscarcelyescapethe conclusionthat the workof the typical
Americanclassroom..,.has been and still is characterized
by a
lifelessandperfunctory
and
recitation
of
textbook
study
assigned
materials"
(Bagley,1931;pp.10o-1). Bagleyalsopresentsevidence
of a tendencyfor teacherswithless trainingto be moredependent
ontherecitation.
The observational
reportsassembledby Bagleyclaimedto find
teachersusingnewermethodsthanthe recitation,
buthe putlittle
faithin the reports.He was skepticalaboutthe objectivityof his
respondents:
"Theymay have hada tendencyto interpretwhat
standards"
theysawas conforming
closelywithgenerallyaccepted
(Bagley,1931;p. 18).
the resultsof extensiveobservaBriggs(1935), summarizing
tionsby one of his graduatestudents,reportedthatsixty-fivepercent of the observedsecondaryteachersused "the conventional
procedureof questionsby the teacheron the assignmentwith
answersby thepupils,"andsomeof thethirty-fivepercentwhodid
not use thatmethodwereteachingart,shopor physicaleducation
(Briggs,1935;p. 750).
reWoodring(1936), in an articleon the use of stenographic
158
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ports for improving instructional practices (a vogue at the time),
noted that in "99 percent of all graphs analyzed by the writer the
teacher far exceeds the total pupil participation" (1936; p. 514).
Percentages of eighty percent teacher talk were reported to be common, but there is little in the article of detailed information that
can be compared to the more formal studies.
In a series of papers Corey (1939, 1940a, 194ob, 1941; Corey
and Fahey, 194o) reported on the results of observational studies
at the University of Wisconsin High School and on the analysis
of stenographic records of a week's work in the classes of six
teachers in the school. As part of a dissertation under Corey's direction, Fahey (1939; Fahey and Corey, 1941) had kept a verbatim
record of pupil questions in six classes for an entire year.
Teachers, Corey reported on the basis of the thirty-six stenographic records, talked two-thirds of the time. In thirty-six hours,
teachers asked 1260 questions, pupils only 114. The average pupil
utterance was eleven words long. There were no striking differences between teachers. The teachers dominated every class session, and "the consequence of this dominance was to stress the
importance of facts.., .which might be used in the solution of
problems rather than the solution of the problems themselves"
(Corey, 194oa; pp. 371-2).
In another paper (Corey, 1940b), Corey expanded on the implications of these findings.
A verbatimrecordwas made during the academicyear 1938-39, of all
oral questions asked by teachersand pupils in six classes in a laboratory high school. Of a total of approximatelythirty-nine thousandinquiries, the pupils were responsiblefor fewer than four thousand.This
ratio of more than eight questionsasked by teachersto every one asked
by a pupil was fairly constantfrom class to class...
The chief purposeof this analysis of a completetalk recordwas to get
some evidencebearingon the growth of pupils in understanding.From
this point of view the study was not successful for the simple reason
that during the five classes involved the pupils did not talk enough to
give any evidenceof mentaldevelopment(Corey,194ob; p. 745).
The frequency with which the teachers asked questions is probably
proof sufficient that no great number of "thoughtful" answers was
expected. Apparently, few were obtained. If it be assumed that there
were 1,500 minutes of observation and that no time was spent in
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written work, the 1,260 questions asked by the teachersindicates that
one questionwas asked about every 72 seconds (Corey,194ob; p. 750).
This questioning rate is lower than that reported by other observers because (i) one of the six teachers used up almost all the
class time in oral reading (Corey, 194ob; p. 748), and (2) "one
class ... made use of supervised study procedure during part of
each hour" (Fahey, 1939; p. 52).

Corey continued:
The 169 pupils, for the five day period, asked less than an average of
one question each. Fahey found that the median number of questions
asked by the pupils during two consecutive semesters was eleven.
During the course of the year seven of the childrenasked no questions
whatsoever.
Neither the questionsnor the answerswere long enough to expressinvolved concepts.The differencebetweenthe length of the questions of
the teachers and the pupils was rather marked, as was the variation
from class to class in the length of questions asked by pupils. In the
eleventh-gradeEnglish class the one question asked by a pupil was a
monosyllabic"What?"
If talk is a type of activity which results in learning on the part of the
speaker,it might be reasonableto assume that the greaterpart of the
class time whould be consumedby pupil talk.... The variation from
class to class is significant.In seventh-gradescience, the pupils talked
20 percentof the time, while in eleventh-gradeEnglish,largely because
of oral reading, the pupils were ... talking approximately half of each

period. Speaking in terms of averages, the chances were about sixty
to one that the teacherof a class ratherthan a particularpupil would
be talking at any one time, and about two to one that teachersrather
than pupilswould be talking (Corey194ob;pp. 751-2).
Corey was less willing than Stevens, in the absence of empirical
evidence about the effects of the behavior he had observed, to condemn the recitation; but his disapproval is made clear by the tone
of his conclusion.
The pedagogicalsignificanceof these data dependssomewhat on one's
philosophy of instruction.If it is contended,first, that questions asked
in class should requirepupils to reflect, to make inferences, and to
develop generalizations,it is clear that most of the oral questionsasked
by the teachers of these classes were not satisfactory. Second, if the
"16o
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number of spontaneousquestions asked by pupils reflect their interest
in, and need for, the learning being offered them, such experiencesin
the classes observed were not particularly stimulating. Furthermore,
the fact that the teachersdid most of the talking implies a conception
of teacher-pupilrelationshipthat is more conventionalthan desirable.
It probably would be impossible to have a completely objective and
disinterestedperson visit a high school classroom and make observations, but his commentswould, in all likelihood, be revealing. One of
the first inquiries he might make, if the data of this study be considered typical, would be to discover why the mature persons (presumably the teachers) had to ask the immaturepersons (presumably
the pupils) so many questions. There is some basis for expecting the
learners to be the interrogators, Socrates to the contrary notwithstanding (Corey, 194ob; p. 752).
Jayne (1945)

reported two studies, carried out in 1940,

that

made use of recording equipment. These studies were attempts to
relate various measures of learning and recall to a large number
of potentially significant teacher behaviors. The results were inconclusive and sometimes contradictory. Jayne, however, was
aware of earlier studies on teacher questioning (though not of
Corey's) and compared his own observations with those of Stevens
and Barr.
Since teacherhave long been criticizedfor the large numberof questions they ask it is interestingto comparethe results of Stevens' and of
Barr's studies of this point with the present investigation .... Stevens
in 1912 found teachers asking over ioo questions per forty minute
period. Barr in 1929 found his "good" teachers asking 92.7 questions
and his "poor" teachers 101.7 questions for a like period, while the
presentstudy showed an averageof only 65 (Jayne,1945; P. 121).
Because of a number of methodological problems which will
not be gone into here, Jayne's data on this point cannot be taken
as indicating a change in patterns of teacher questioning
behavior."
Another conclusion of Jayne's, relevant to the subject of this
paper, is highly questionable.
5. One error should be noted: The rate of questioning ascribedto Stevens
is derived from those "four lessons where exact times are given.... Miss
Stevens reports an average of 61.2 questions per recitation period." (Jayne,
1945; p. 120). The average Stevens reported was actually 81.2 questions per

period.
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For a number of years teachershave been taught that more pupil activity and less teachertalk is needed, and some supervisorshave used
the ratio of teacherand pupil participationas an importantitem in the
evaluation of teaching. Because of the stress which has been placed
on this during recent years, it is interesting to comparethe ratio of
pupil talk as found in three studies.... Stevens found teachers doing
64 of the talking, Barr found his "good" teachers doing 52% and
his "poor" teachers 56.7%. The present study shows teachers doing
38.7% of the talking. Thus there has been a gradual change in the
direction approvedby educationaltheory, and teachersare today apparently talking much less than 30 years ago (Jayne, 1945; p. 119,
emphasisadded).
This not only does not jibe with the observations made by
Corey, Flanders, Bellack, and the present writers, but it is also a
highly arbitrary interpretation of Jayne's own data. A more defensible generalization would have been that, in Jayne's sample,
there was a greater range of behaviors than in the other samples.
Four teachers in Jayne's sample were reported to have spoken only
2.2, 4.4, 11.0, and 11.4, percent of the words in their classes. Evidently these teachers introduced the lesson and turned things over
to a student leader or a panel. If these teachers are disregarded,
Jayne's teachers look much like those reported on by other
observers.
That this is indeed the case is suggested by two findings in
Jayne's study that closely parallel the other studies and seem incompatible with the idea that teacher behavior actually had
changed. First, the average length of pupil utterances was 16.3
seconds (Jayne, 1945; p. 120). Second, Jayne reported that there
was "so little evidence of work" toward promoting "pupil initiative in raising questions" or "correct oral expression" that "no
further study was made" of these behaviors (Jayne, 1945; p.
o09).
Dale and Raths (1945) reported they had found the questionanswer method the preferred one in two hundred classrooms they
visited. Spears (195o) reported that, from an informal survey conducted by himself "in graduate classes in schools of education
widely scattered over the country," he was forced to conclude that
the recitation of textbook facts was still the "representative"
method of teaching in American schools.
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CONCLUSIONS
The year 1950 may convenientlybe used to mark the revival of
interest of educationalresearchersin recording and observing
classroombehavior.6But the studiesundertakenbetweenthat date
and Bellack's publicationof his findings have commonly been
concernedwith dimensionsof classroombehavior more complex
or more abstractthan questioningpractices.Therefore--exceptfor
findings such as Flanders'famous "rule of two-thirds"--the results of these studiesare not directlycomparableto the studieswe
have reviewed.Besides,severalexcellentreportsof this recentobservationalwork are readily available, e.g., Medley and Mitzel
(1963), Biddleand Ellena(1964), Openshawand Cyphert(1966),
andBiddleandAdams(1967).
The studies that have been reviewedshow a remarkablestability of classroomverbal behaviorpatternsover the last half century, despitethe fact that each successivegenerationof educational
thinkers, no matter how else they differed, has condemnedthe
rapid-fire,question-answerpattern of instruction.This opens a
numberof interestingavenuesof inquiry.What is there about the
recitation,for instance, that makes it so singularly successfulin
the evolutionarystruggle with other, more highly recommended,
methods?Thatis, what survivalneeds of teachersare met uniquely
by the recitation?
Then thereis the questionof what seems to be the monumental
inefficacy of teacher training institutions in affecting the classroom behaviorof teachers.If the recitationis a poor pedagogical
method, as most teachereducatorslong have believed,why have
theynot beenableto deterteachersfromusing it?
Or, is it not possible that the practicingteachersare right, and
the professorsunrealistic,and that the recitation-for some reason
-is the best pedagogicalmethod?Or the only practicableone for
most teachers?
These and other questionsof a similarsort seem to us to be of
basic importanceto anyone interestedin improvingteachingpracticesand teachertraining.
6. By such researchersas Amidon, Aschner,Bales, Biddle,Flanders,Fowlkes,
Gallagher, Hudgins, Hughes, Kounin, Jackson, Moustakas, Medley, Mitzel,
Moyer, Perkins,Rabinowitz,Sanders,B. O. Smith, L. M. Smith, Taba, Withall,
and so on.
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